BLACK LABEL SERIES

MELATONIN
IT'S TIME TO PUT YOUR TROUBLE
SLEEPING TO REST WITH CHOSEN
VITAMINS BLACK LABEL SERIES
MELATONIN.
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Are you having trouble getting a good night of solid, deep sleep? Is the
stress of travel or long hours of work throwing your sleep cycles out
of whack? The answer of your dreams may be Melatonin, a naturally
occurring hormone that regulates your body's sleep cycle. Adding
Melatonin to your diet improves REM "deep sleep" times and vivid
dreaming, leaving your mind and your body well rested when you wake.
Also, a powerful antioxidant, Melatonin is an ideal solution for people
suffering from jet lag, long shift-work schedules, anxiety, and insomnia.
It's time to start getting a solid night of sleep every night.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Melatonin is a natural chemical produced by the body to regulate
sleep-wake cycles. Its production increases when the body is exposed
to darkness, which causes drowsiness and a yearning for sleep.
Exposure to light decrease melatonin production and essentially
"wakens" the body. Low levels of melatonin are commonly associated
with insomnia, shortened REM sleeps cycles, and restlessness.

EFFECTIVENESS
LIKELY EFFECTIVE FOR...

POSSIBLY EFFECTIVE FOR...

REGULATING SLEEP-WAKE CYCLES*

DEPRESSION, ANXIETY*

ENHANCING OTHER SUPPLEMENTS*

IMMUNE SYSTEM*

JET LAG*
INSOMNIA*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the food and drugs administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

SERIES OVERVIEW

OUR FINE-CRAFTED PRODUCTS ARE
SPECIFICALLY FORMULATED WITH
PREMIUM INGREDIENTS TO BRING YOU
THE GREATEST ACHIEVABLE RESULTS AND
IF WE DIDN'T BELIEVE IT WE WOULDN'T
STAND BY THIS CLAIM WITH OUR 100%
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.

PLATINUM SERIES

RED LABEL SERIES

BLACK LABEL SERIES

The original Platinum Series offers a wide range
of supplements to amplify all aspects of your
daily life. As most diverse series of the Chosen
Vitamins brand, you can find almost any solution
for enhancing your mind and body. Whether
it's shedding those unwanted pounds, boosting
your metabolism, getting a good night sleep or
sharpening your edge, Chosen Vitamins Platinum
Series delivers it all and more.

With our Platinum Red Series, Chosen Vitamins
extracts the most effective chemical compounds
located in nature and amplifies their performance.
Assorted fruits that have been highly regarded
through various nutritional studies are culminated
for the ultimate natural boost. Our Raspberry
Ketone supplement is guaranteed to be a
miraculous secret weapon against weight gain.

If you are searching for the ultimate performanceenhancing supplements crafted from the finest
ingredients available, then look no further. Our
specialized formulations for DHEA, Melatonin,
7-Keto, and Tribulus are fine-tuned for optimal
supplemental support to take your daily
performance to the next level.

For the best vitamin supplements on the market,
look no further than the original Platinum Series.

Get the best that nature has to offer with the
Platinum Red Series.

Don't miss out on the chance to be at the top
of your game with Chosen Vitamins Black Label
Series supplements.

OUR CERTIFICATIONS
Chosen Vitamins goes to great lengths to ensure that every supplement that leaves our FDA-registered facilities is the best product available. Our NSF
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) certification proves the fact that we are committed to meticulously testing our products to maintain consistent quality
so our customers get the best products - one bottle at a time.

GMP CERTIFIED

FDA REGISTERED FACILITY

Every product that leaves our facilities holds up to Good
Manufacturing Practice guidelines that ensure top-notch
quality. These guidelines promote consistent production
processes that make sure every bottle is as equally potent
as it is powerful.

All of our products and facilities are held to the highest
standards and operate in full compliance of FDA rules
and regulations. We are proud to say that our top-quality
vitamins are produced in FDA-registered facilities, where
they exceed all the limits of testing and inspection.

